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KEENELAND, FALL 2016 MEET 
DAY 6: Friday, October 14 
 
 
RACE ONE: 
The veteran campaigner D’PRINCESS drops in class and is the controlling 
speed in this compact six-horse field. Florida-bred mare returns to the dirt, 
a surface over which she has all nine of her lifetime wins, and she made all 
the pace early in a quick race (:22, :44 3/5) last time before spitting the bit. 
Asmussen’s barn got off the duck on Thursday with with $15.20 winner 
Facts Are Stubborn; likely chalk is formidable. The consistent chestnut 
SNUGGLE STRUGGLE has done her best work on weaker circuits, but she’s 
a consistent performer that likes three-quarters of a mile on dirt; back-to-
back bullet works at Reed’s training facility in Lexington noted. THREE D 
PRINTER is a little cheap, but the bay filly likes to win, having done so in 
50 percent of her starts lifetime. She didn’t embarrass herself in her most 
recent outing facing starter allowance company at Churchill; 3-1  on the 
morning line. IM MONEYINTHEBANK won her last start sprinting on the 
dirt, and she’s eligible for improvement making her second start off a 
layoff. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-1-6-5 
 
 
RACE TWO: 
ACID RAIN will appreciate the surface change to the dirt, and she figures 
to make an easy lead in a small field lacking a lot of early lick. She was the 
beaten chalk in her past two starts in Chicago facing lesser claiming 
company on paper, but this isn’t a tough $30K non-winners of two lifetime 
affair; Jose Ortiz in the boot a plus; wire-to-wire threat. WHAT A REWARD 
made a solid middle move and packed it in facing similar company in 
Louisville in her latest outing at 39-1 They went 1:10 4/5 in that race; hails 
from a high-percentage outfit. MISS COCO tries winners for the first-time, 
and the closer’s maiden score was set up by rapid early fractions over a 
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racetrack that was kind to closers. That said, she has run well for her new 
barn and her form was improving before she was stopped on; minor award 
candidate. HAUTE PROSPECT creeps down in class and likes minor 
awards. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-6-2-5 
 
 
RACE THREE: 
BIG TIMER gets away from an inner-turf course design in this spot and 
seems to be more effective when allowed to rate and finish. Son of top sire 
Giant’s Causeway has been hooking tougher company of late in New York, 
and he has a money finish on the grass going 12 furlongs; Motion barn hot; 
Jose Ortiz up. The lone filly SIGHT READING posted a solid middle move off 
the shelf in her latest start, where she was beaten three-parts of a length 
for all the money facing open company at 7-1. She gets in light with the 10-
pound bug Katie Clawson named to ride, which will be helpful in this turf 
marathon; has a money finish over the local course. ARCHANGEL ROSE 
was reclaimed by his former connections in his last start, where he 
overcame a rough trip to finish a length off next-out winner Twenty Four 
Seven on the weeds facing $40K maiden claiming company at Saratoga. 
Deep closer generally fires and acts like he will like this mile and a half 
trip; comes running in the lane. SNAG finished a length and a quarter to 
the good of the top choice in his last start, hitting this best stride too late in 
a mile and a quarter turf event; tries 12 panels in this spot and Geroux is 
at his best on the grass. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-7-10-9 
 
 
RACE FOUR: 
Lightly-raced DO NOT ENTER figured to regress a bit in his last start at 
Indiana Grand after pairing up sharp efforts at Arlington on synthetic and 
turf respectively. He’s the controlling speed in a “conveyor belt” race and is 
well-spotted by Tammy Domenosky in this spot. If you draw a line through 
his lone start without blinkers his form looks double-sharp; wire job 
candidate. SCOUT LEADER likes Keeneland and may not have cared for the 
muddy, sealed racetrack at Belmont in his last start. He’s been very 
consistent in the $50K starter ranks in New York since being haltered by 
his new connections and drops in for a $32K tag today. Should get a 
stalking trip in a projected chase-around race; only concern in zero-for-
seven lifetime numbers going a mile on dirt. FIRE MISSION gets wheeled 
back off two weeks rest off a tough race facing similar rivals at Indiana 
Grand. Veteran campaigner just missed in his last start vs. open $32K 
types; turns back to seven panels this afternoon. O T B BOB was the beaten 
favorite in his last start facing slightly lesser rivals, but will make his first 
start off the claim for new connections in this affair; likes a flat mile on 
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dirt, but lackluster local record is a concern; minor award candidate. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-4-3-1 
 
 
RACE FIVE: 
At 6-5 on the morning line, the Shadwell homebred EKHLAAS is a 
deserved favorite and looks to have this compact field over the proverbial 
barrel.  Bay son of Bernardini was gaining on next-out winner Silver Ride 
despite stumbling at the start in his latest outing in New York; exits four 
fast races; the one to fear. DAN THE GO TO MAN seemed to need his last 
start off a layoff this past winter at Tampa, but he’s posted money finishes 
in his past two outings facing allowance company. Gray colt likes 
Keeneland but may be a start away from a winning effort. FORGE AHEAD 
FRANKIE has hit the board in six-of-eight starts this year and is another 
that likes the local main track. He couldn’t clear this entry-level allowance 
condition at Prairie Meadows or Ellis Park, however; rounds out exotic 
wagers; 20-1 morning line for Catalano. If you draw a line through 
TAKEITTOTHEEDGE’s graded stakes starts, his form looks a lot more 
enticing. He did air in his only start going a seven panels on dirt, but 
returns to the races off a 90-day layoff here; start away from his best 
effort.  
 
SELECTIONS: 6-3-9-5 
 
 
RACE SIX: 
SHES A TRUE BEAUTY’s form has turned around since she tried the grass 
last fall at Kentucky Downs, and she figured to need her last start off an 
extended rest. Her closing kick was more than likely compromised on the 
inner turf course at Saratoga in her last start, where she was even-wide 
and improved position; was less than two lengths off likely favorite NOW 
POWER last time; loving 10-1 morning line odds. NOW POWER has yet to 
put forth a poor effort from six previous starts on the turf, but she’s a 
front-runner whose style was aided by the inner turf course configurations 
at Saratoga and Belmont, as well as the speed favoring course at 
Gulfstream Park; will have company on the front end; has the looks of an 
underlay. LEMON SONG probably needed her last start off an extended 
rest, and she will appreciate a return to the turf course in this spot; gets a 
good trip stalking the pace and is a juicy 12-1 on the morning line. 
PRINCESS PRINCESS returns to the allowance ranks off a pair of 
lackluster graded stakes tries in Maryland and California. She broke her 
maiden on the grass over the local course, but cleared the N1X allowance 
condition in a sloppy off-the-turf heat at Churchill in the Spring; sends 
mixed signals. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-6-8-1 
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RACE SEVEN: 
The bay gelding STONE gave a good account of himself in his first start 
against winners hooking starter allowance company at Saratoga, where he 
had a rough trip and rallied from off the pace only to come up short by 
three lengths to next-out winner Gentrify. Is eligible for improvement in 
the third start of his current form cycle, and the Wilkes barn had a pair of 
winners on Thursday’s card; value play. The $375K yearling purchase 
CURLINO’s only poor effort on dirt was over a racetrack that favored 
closers in a race where he got caught up in a speed duel for a half mile. 
Consistent colt has never been worse than second at Keeneland; obvious 
contender. HARLAN PUNCH has had issues at the break in his past three 
starts and has been stuck in this condition for a while. He sports a trio of 
sharp works in preparation for this outing and is graded stakes placed on 
dirt; needs a clean break.  UNBRIDLED OUTLAW has useful form in the 
allowance ranks, but will make his first start since July in this spot; others 
are more appealing. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-6-1-7 
 
 
RACE EIGHT: 
MO FOR THE MONEY returns to the races for a new outfit off an extended 
layoff, and he has proven in the past that he can win at this three-quarter 
mile trip from on or off the pace; sports an atypically quick work tab for 
trainer Asmussen; threat on the fence under Santana, Jr. BLUE WINGS 
figured to need his last start off a freshening and has given a good account 
of himself in his past three starts with Leparoux in the irons. Lone win 
over a fast main track came in the conditioned claiming ranks; early pace 
presence. QUIJOTE can throw in a clunker every now and then, but he has 
been stopped on since his fiasco in the Amsterdam (G2) in his most recent 
start and is capable of a winning effort off the sidelines; unproven beyond 
five and a half furlongs. TWIZZ likes minor awards and both of his prior 
wins have been on turf and over a muddy, sealed main track; on the fringes 
for Maker. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-8-6-9 
 
 
RACE NINE— 
THE BUFFALO TRACE FRANKLIN COUNTY (G3):  
The bay Smart Strike filly FAIR POINT will get fast early splits on which to 
close in this five and a half furlong turf sprint, and she is coming off a 
career-best effort in winning the $100K Smart N Fancy Stakes at Saratoga 
in her last start. Consistent performer’s lone off-the-board finish from 12 
starts lifetime was over a sloppy, sealed main track, and regular rider Jose 
Ortiz, Jr. knows her well; like the fact she was stopped on after the big 
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effort; appears on the scene in the shadow of the wire. MISS ELLA was 
nailed on the wire by the top choice her latest outing and all of her four 
career wins have been on dirt, including a convincing two-length score in 
Keeneland’s Beaumont (G2) last Spring; like her chances more on dirt with 
a little more distance; vulnerable at short odds. EVERYTHING LOVELY 
was only a length off the win in the always tough Turf Amazon Stakes at 
Parx in her latest start, and she’s improved in each start of her current 
form cycle. She has a versatile running style and jockey Joe Bravo is 
always tough in stakes races. MELALEUCA is a very fast mare capable of 
going :21 1/5 and :44 and change and finishing. Gray miss was victimized 
by a wide trip in the Turf Amazon and has a license to improve here in her 
second start off the layoff. She’s finished in the money in 11-of-16 starts 
lifetime, and her locally-based connections would like nothing more than to 
win a stakes at Keeneland; 10-1 on the morning line; ignore at your own 
peril. 
 
SELECTIONS: 11-9-6-8 
 
 
RACE TEN: 
NUMBERS GAME (8-1 morning line) was rushed into a hot pace (:21 4/5, 
:44 3/5) and quit in her career debut on the grass at Ellis Park. Grandson 
of Bernardini out of a Carson City mare is bred to relish the surface switch 
to dirt, and this filly took some action at the windows in her first start; like 
the rider change; expect improvement. BLAME THE LAW is another speed 
and fade model who figures to move forward in her second career start; 
may not have cared for the muddy surface at Churchill. The $125K sales 
purchase PHONE CHICK broke slow in her debut at Saratoga and was fifth 
of nine facing tougher rivals than she will meet this afternoon; local 
blowout in :36 1/5 four days ago noted. First-time starter DELPHINIA 
sports a sharp, extensive local work tab for an outfit that excels with 
juveniles but is off to a slow start at the current tilt; fetched $510K at the 
sales back in May.  
 
SELECTIONS: 2-7-8-1(POE) 


